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Domina Hotel, one single system
RELIABILITY
The hotel system designed by AVE is not only aesthetically pleasant but also a guarantee of reliability. Each
room can be monitored by the central computer installed at the reception. In case of failure of the central computer all the devices continue to work, and while waiting
for the failure to be repaired only the remote monitoring
of the rooms is lost. The system is at its best when all
the devices are working but each device will continue
to work in case of failure of the other ones. In addition,
each room in the system, though connected to the
main network, works as a separate unit to avoid that a
single failure may cause a general failure of the hotel.
TECHNOLOGY
All products designed by AVE for hotel management
use the contactless Mifare and 125kHz technology. For
your own safety and for the safety of your customers, access cards are totally safe and cannot be cloned. Thanks
to the possibility to integrate the card with an e-money
service (not supplied by AVE) you will be able to offer
your customers a range of totally new services through
the entry card which will also be used for payments.

ELEGANCE
The plates are fully customizable and can be configured according to your requirements. The plates can be
marked with logo, room number and any other indications for a further touch of elegance and a personal
and incomparable style.
Plates and devices are available in different materials
and finishings.

INTEGRAZIONE
Domina Hotel System by AVE can be integrated with
DOMINAplus home automation (touch screen, controls and actuators).
Furthermore by using the dedicated software interface
can be integrated with the invoicing system “Opera”
by Micros Fidelio and centralized AC system VRV/VRF
of “Daikin” and “Mitsubishi”.
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for all hotel applications
EFFICIENCY and ENERGY SAVING
The continuous monitoring from the reception will
keep you informed of every event which occurs in
the hotel and allow you to take the necessary steps
and limit all inefficiencies. With Domina you can also
check and manage energy consumptions for saving purposes. All this means more satisfied customers, greater efficiency and less running costs.

SCALABILITY
The Domina Hotel system by AVE can satisfy
all needs in terms of costs and performances.
For small hotels the system offers simple and
cheap solutions to satisfy simple requests.
In hotels of larger size the system can meet ever increasing requirements such as the total online monitoring
of rooms and all other environments. And for those
who want to expand… no problem, with few updates
Domina Hotel by AVE adapts to the growing structure, with no need to change what already exists and
giving you the possibility to preserve your investments.

COMFORT
The devices for hotel management designed by AVE
are at the customer’s disposal to offer maximum
comfort during his stay. The thermostat, simple to use
and intuitive, enables the customer to control temperature in the room while through the signalling system
he can decide when and if he wants to be disturbed.
The chambermaid will not ring at or open the door
while the customer is in the room.
By the remote control the customer can activate all
devices (loads) while sitting comfortably in his chair.
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A simple touch is enough to realize that all the rest is old
fashioned, outdated, forgotten. Ave Touch is the incredible range giving the most advanced technology a hint
of physical and tactile elegance. Ave Touch obeys your
commands and turns your dreams into desires. You can
touch, hear, look: now your dreams are true.

AVE TOUCH
sliding plates for covering of socket-outlets

AVE TOUCH
Signalling with “steplights” function
interchangeable graphics
customizable with hotel logo
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Customizable customer card for room
access

AVE TOUCH 3+3 with outdoor transponder card reader
can be customized with room number and hotel logo
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AVE TOUCH controls with customizable
and interchangeable symbols
customizable with hotel logo

AVE TOUCH signalling
with interchangeable and customizable symbols.
can be customized with hotel logo
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AVE TOUCH
“Wall lined”
A special box enables to wall-mount the
device at the wall’s level and only the beautiful surface of Ave Touch is visible.

AVE TOUCH controls with selectable
touch sensitivity. Can be customized with
hotel logo
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We were given the possibility to choose and appreciate. Ave Life 44 complies with this need by
offering its products a combination of technology, design and sophisticated materials, a real
joy for our eyes.

Indoor transponder card reader

LIFE 44
Removable emergency lamp
VERA 44 glass plate customizable with hotel logo

LIFE 44
Integration with domotic controls
and actuators
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Vera 44 glass plate
Ideal for use with AVE TOUCH devices.
Can be customized with hotel logo.
The glass plate that makes every room elegant and stylish.

LIFE 44
electronic thermostat
ZAMA 44 metal plate which
can be painted and customized with hotel logo.
A precious frame for all but ordinary settings.
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Simple and gratifying. With a wide range of colours, practical and convenient, this is the right solution for a bright
and cheerful system.

Steplights
PERSONAL 44 plate customizable with software

Personal 44 has a modern design and can be supplied in several modern colours
with glint effect. It is also available in a transparent version with customizable graphics and colours. Graphics can be customized also by the final customer by a
special software freely available on www.ave.it.

Removable emergency lamp
VERA 44 glass plate customizable with hotel logo

Outdoor transponder card
reader
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Dimmer
TECNOPOLIMERO 44
plate customizable with hotel logo

Tecnopolimero 44, suitable for all types of ambience, integrates
all the innovations of System 44

Consumer unit
matched with
System 44 plates;
customizable with hotel logo

VERA 44 for round box
the ideal solution for reconstructions customizable with hotel logo

Shaver socket
VERA 44 glass plate, customizable with hotel logo
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